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82 Wilson Street, Botany, NSW 2019

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 1 Type: House

Nader Hotait

0402636320

Archibald Wadsworth

0407168440
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Auction

Discover the embodiment of serene village living in the enchanting community of Botany through this impeccable

Hampton's home. A harmonious blend of simplicity and luxury, this inspiring free-standing residence radiates warmth and

chic relaxation. Drawing inspiration from the timeless allure of a beach house, it seamlessly integrates a thoughtful layout

tailored to suit the demands of a modern family lifestyle. The classic design showcases a modern aesthetic with crisp

white interiors and De Marque Herringbone engineered floors, extending to a generous entertainer's deck.- De Marque

Herringbone engineered floors infuse warmth throughout the home.-Bespoke designer kitchen featuring stunning

Caesarstone tops, pantry, and a butler's sink.- Plantation window shutters, high ceilings, and raised door heights enhance

the overall appeal.- Buster & Punch brushed brass electrical switches, outlets, door handles, and hinges add a touch of

sophistication.- Main bedroom boasts designer coastal-inspired wardrobes, while bedrooms 2 and 3 offer fully lined

wardrobes.- Enjoy comfort with reverse cycle air-conditioning and ample TV outlet points throughout the home.- Tucked

away office nook and Zip Track custom-made outdoor living blinds create functional and stylish spaces.- Experience

outdoor bliss with an entertainer's delight, featuring a rear indoor/outdoor living area.- Fitted light fixtures and deck lights

illuminate the space, complementing the inviting ambiance.- Entry and side pathway adorned with travertine tiles, while

black butt decking boards, natural gas outlet points, and a ceiling fan enhance the outdoor appeal.- Kings security screen

doors and flyscreens provide security and ventilation.- Proximity to transport, shops, cafes, schools, parks, and the CBD

adds to the convenience.- Potential for parking addition, offering further flexibility and practicality to meet your needs.


